Lodging Options at Suttle Lake Camp

Wesley Meadow Lodge and Pioneer Lodge

Eighteen, two-, three- and four-person rooms (bottom bunks only).

**Wesley Meadow Lodge** is nestled in the trees and offers 12 rooms — eight upstairs and four downstairs. The downstairs rooms are ADA accessible and offer accessible bathrooms. All rooms are double occupancy (only bottom bunks will be utilized). Separate men’s and women’s bathrooms with multiple showers, sinks and toilets are conveniently located down the hall. Conference participants will be utilizing the downstairs bathrooms during sessions. An ADA accessible gathering place with large windows, and a wood-burning stove offers comfy couches and a kitchen for after-hours conversations, snacks and board games.

**Pioneer Lodge** is a vintage 1940s mountain lodge with fireplaces upstairs and down. Upstairs is the camp’s main dining hall and is ADA accessible. Downstairs offers a large living room with comfy couches and games like ping-pong, air hockey and foosball adding to the playful, community vibe. Six rooms are available. We will assign bottom bunks to fill the two-person, three-person and four-person rooms. If you like a darker room for sleeping in and a living room with fireplace and games nearby, this is the place for you! Separate men’s and women’s bathrooms with multiple showers, sinks and toilets are conveniently located within the living room space. Conference participants will be utilizing the bathrooms during sessions.

Rustic Cabins — Upper and Lower Circles

Twenty, four-person cabins (bottom bunks only). Male Only, Female Only or Co-ed Cabins.

**Camp Cabins** are simple but provide all the necessities like a bottom bunk, a reading light, chair, cubby, and a top bunk to store your stuff. Newly renovated separate men’s and women’s bathrooms are centrally located and offer heated concrete floors, skylights, granite counters and large, private shower stalls. Multiple showers, sinks and toilets are available. The upper circle has an ADA cabin (#1) with a ramp and private, separate ADA bathrooms for both men and women.

Various Camping Options at Suttle Lake Camp

Camp in your own private tent, car, van, RV, or sleep out in the open on the grassy field. Four occupants will assigned per Tipi.

**Camping** is one way you can ensure a little more personal space - if that’s your thing. **Limit - Six Tents:** Set up your own tent in the forested area near the open field and tipis. These are very rustic spots, with some picnic tables available. **Limit - Three RVs, Unlimited Car Camping:** You may park your car or van in one of two parking areas, or your RV by the upper field and sleep in your vehicle. **Unlimited Field Slumber Party:** Spread out a tarp, pad and your sleeping bag and sleep under the stars on the large, grassy field. You will pack away all of your personal belongings before breakfast in order for the field to be watered and used for programs. **Two Tipis:** If you want to experience sleeping in a tipi with a dirt floor, bring a tarp, pad and sleeping bag and plan to say hello to three fellow tipi dwellers.

All campers will utilize the newly renovated cabin bathrooms (see above under Rustic Cabins). Campstoves allowed with all camping options.

Valuables may be kept extra safe on your person or in your car.